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finaldualbatt.jpg.new birch-shaped fruit to award 04/01/2006 Sometimes an
object gives a clue to its true nature. Stones are inert, but when they start to
grow, as new stone fruit do, their character radically changes. Now it is only a

matter of time until we start to understand the phenomenon: when stone-fruits
start to turn and ripen, the process of differentiation-from seed to fruit-begins.

That differentiation leads to spectacular shapes like apples, pears, or even,
with a touch of magic, Christmas-pink cherries. Wood block treefruits or

berries tend to be more uniform, but that does not mean that they are less
interesting. In many ways their shape is more complex than those we are

familiar with in the plant kingdom. Perhaps that is why man made some of the
highest-quality fruit-like specimens, like a modern bananna, a pomegranate, a
mandarina, the kiwi fruit, or most beautiful of all, the Japanese persimmon. We

here at The Fruit Tree Journal are more than happy to announce that the
Institute for Applied Horticultural Science of the National Agricultural Research
Center in Suwon, Korea is the new owner of The Tree Fruit Journal, which we
launched in 1999. TTFJ had serious financial difficulties earlier this year and

had to give up its publishing activities. Now with the help of the newly
established IHSC, we are back in business! It is a great honor for us to be able
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to work with such prestigious experts. We look forward to the many new
frontiers in fruit and fruit science our cooperation will create. We are also

grateful to the many contributors and friends who supported our efforts over
the last few years. We hope to be able to reach out to you all again soon. For
now we ask you to welcome the IHSC to our community. We look forward to a
very close relationship between our two communities! Comments Sometimes

an object gives a clue to its true nature
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